 ➠ஐᅂ 㸪᭮୕᪢ྒ  ࠖዥெࠗࡡẴ࡞ࡾ⾪⌟
           G^ ᰐ⏛⪌ኯ㑳

 ๑ᅂࠉࠖࣄࢠࢪࣄ࣭ኰெ࡛ኬఫࡡࢤ࣭ࢹࠗ࡞ぜࡾ⾪⌟୕ࡡㄏࡽࢅᣞᦤࡊࡒࠉぜ├ࡊ࡙
ࡲࡾ࡛ࡡ▯⥽࡞ࡵ⤎ᵋ࠵ࡾࠊᅂࡢ➠  ᅂࠉ➠  ᅂࠖዥெࠗࡡࠉ⾪⌟࡛ࡊ࡙Ẵ࡞ࡾ㒂
ฦࢅཱིࡽ୕ࡅࡾࠊ
女主人

The Land Lady

㹐ࢪࢹ࣭࣭ࣛ㹒
 ࣁ࣭ࢪࡡ⏣࡞㉩௴ࡊࡒ㟯ᖳࣄࣛࡢࠉࡔࡺࡖ࡛࠾ࢂࡖࡒ୯ᖳ፦ெࡡᐓ࡞ୖᐙࡌࡾࠊ࠾
࡞ࡵெୖᐙெ࠷ࡾࡢࡍࡡ࡞ࠉࡐࡡẴ㒼࠷ࠊዥெ࡛ࡡఌリࡡ୯࡚ࠉరᖳ࠾๑࡞
㋉ࡊࡒᏕ⏍ࡒࡔ࡛ࡆࡡெ࡞භ㏳㡧࠵ࡾࡡ࡞Ẵࡘࡂࠊዥெࢅၡ࠷ラࡴࡻ࠹࡛ࡌࡾ࡛ࠉ
㣟ࢆࡓࡣ࠾ࡽࡡ⣒Ⲍࡡࡎ࠷࠾ࠉណㆉᮂᮃ࡛ࡊ࡙ࡀࡒ͐ࠊ

۔ゕ࠷ᅂࡊ
He was wearing a new navy-blue overcoat,
ࠔ͐ࠉࡱ࠵ࡒࡼࡊ࠷ⲌⰅࡡࣆ࢘ࣜࢹᖐࢅୌ╌࡞ཀྵࡦࠉ͐ࠕ
@よㄕB
ࠔୌ╌࡞ཀྵࡦࠕࡢࠉࠔ⾨᭱ࢅ╌⏕ࡌࡾࡆ࡛ࠕࡡណࡓࠉࡔࡺࡖ࡛ཿ࠷ࠊㄖ⩽࡞ࢂ࠾ࡾࡓ
ࢀ࠹࠾ࠊ
ࠔ࠾ࡩࡖ࡙ࠕ

ࡼࡥ۔
He went right up and peered through the glass into the room, and the first thing he saw
was a bright fire burning in the hearth.
ࠔᙴࡢࡱࡕ࠾ࡱ࡚㎾ᐞࡖ࡙ࠉ͐ࠕ
@よㄕB
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₆Ꮚ࡞ࡊࡒ࠹ㄖࡲࡷࡌ࠷ࠊ
ࠔ㛣㎾ࡱ࡚ࠕ

۔ណࡡ㔔々
He was in the act of stepping back and turning away from the window when all once his
eye was caught and held in the most peculiar manner by the small notice that was
there.
ࠔᙴࡔࡺ࠹ࡂࡦࡌࢅ࠾࠻ࡊࠉ✾࠾ࡼࡨࡽࡳࡆ࠹࡛ࡊࡒࠉᙴࡡ╉ࡢࡐࡆ࡞࠵ࡾἸណ᭡
ࡀ࡞㔝ࡘࡄ࡞ࡖ࡙ࡊࡱࡖࡒࡡࡓࠊࠕ
@よㄕB
ࠔ✾࠾ࡼࡨࡽࡳࡂࠕ࡚ࡢࠉᐄහ࡞࠷࡙✾㎰࠾ࡼᐄහ࡞┘ࢅ⛛ࡊࡒ࠾ࡡࡻ࠹ࡓࠊࡆࡿ࡞╉ࢅ
ࡗࡩࡾ࡞ࡊ࡙ࡵࠉࠔࡂࡦࡌࢅ࠾࠻ࡌࠕ࡛ࠔ✾࠾ࡼࡨࡽࡳࡂࠕࡢࠉណ㔔々ࡊ࡙࠽ࡽࠉ࠽
࠾ࡊ࠷ࠊ
ࡆࡆࡢࠉአ࠾ࡼ✾㎰ࢅぜ࡙࠷ࡒࡡࢅḾࡴࠉᚃᡘࡽࡊ(stepping back)㹹✾㎰࠾ࡼྡྷࡀࢅ㏣࡞ን
࠻❟ࡔཡࢀ࠹(turning away from the window)࡛ࡊ࡙࠷ࡒࠉࡡ࡚࠵ࡾࠊ
ࠔᚃᡘ ࡽࡊ ࠉࡂ ࡦࡌ ࢅ࠾ ࠻ࡊ ✾㎰ ࠾ࡼ ཡࢀ࠹ ࡛ࡊ ࡒࡐ ࡡ ࠉᙴ ࡡ┘ ࡢర ࡛ࡵ ࠽࠾ ࡊ
ࡆ࡛ࡓࠉࡐࡆ࡞࠵ࡾᑚࡈᘿࡽ⣤࡞㔝ࡄ࡞ࡖ࡙ࡊࡱࡖࡒࠊࠕ

۔⮤↓⾪⌟
Each word was like a large black eye staring at him through the glass, holding him,
compelling him, forcing him to stay where he was and not to walk away from that house,
and the next thing he knew, he was actually moving across from the window to the front
door of the house, climbing the steps that led up to it, and reaching for the bell.
ࠔࡐࡊ࡙ࠉ࠵ࡖ࡛ᛦ࠹ࡱ࡞ࠉᙴࡢᮇᙔ࡞✾ࢅᶋวࡾ࡛ࠉࡐࡡᐓࡡ⋖㛭ࡡ᪁⾔ࡀࠉ͐ࠕ
@よㄕB
ࠔ✾ࢅᶋวࡾࠕ࡚ࡢࠉࠔ✾࠾ࡼථࡊࡒࡡ࠾ࠕ࡛ᛦࢂࡿ࠾ࡠ࠷ࠊࠔአࡡ✾㎰࡞Ἒࡖ࡙⋖
㛭࡞⛛ິࡊࡒࠕࡡ࡚࠵ࡾࠊ
ࠔࡐࡊ ࡙ࠉ Ẵࡘ ࠷࡙ ࡲࡾ ࡛ࠉ ᐁ㝷 ࡞✾ ㎰ࢅࡒ ࡖ ࡙⋖ 㛭ࡡ ୖࡱ ࡚ࡹ ࡀࠉ 㝭ṹ ࢅࡡ 
ࡽ͐ࠕ

۔ཋᩝ࡛ណࡡㄏᕣࢅ⏍ࡋࡾ⾪⌟
‘I should like very much to stay here.’
ࠔࡂࠉࡻࢀࡆࢆ࡚ࡆࡆἡࡼࡊ࡙ࡵࡼ࠷ࡱࡌࡻࠕ
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@よㄕB
very much ࢅゼࡊࡒࡡࡓࢀ࠹ࠔࡻࢀࡆࢆ࡚ࠕ࡚ࡢࠉ┞ᡥࡡㄇ࠷࡞➽࠻ࡒ࠾ࡡࡻ࠹ࡓࠊshould
like to(͐ࡊࡒ࠷)ࡡᙁㄢࠊ
ࠔࡂࠉࡏࡥࡆࡆἡࡱࡼࡎ࡙ࡵࡼ࠷ࡒ࠷࡚ࡌࠕ

ࣤࣘࢨ࣭ࢢࣞࢤ۔
Billy took off his hat, and stepped over the thresh-old.
ࠔࣄࣛࡢᖐᏄࢅࡁࠉᩔᑽࢅࡱࡒ࠷ࡓࠊࠕ
@よㄕB
ࠔᖐᏄࠕࡢࠔࡃࠕ࡛ࡢࠉ࠵ࡱࡽ࠷ࢂ࠷ࠊ
ࠔᖐᏄࢅ࡛ࡽࠕ

۔ㄏᏊ
It’s such a comfort to have a hot water-bottle in a strange bed with clean sheets, don’t
you agree?
ࠔΰ₡ࢨ࣭ࢵࢅᩔ࠷ࡒጙࡴ࡙ࡡ࣊ࢴࢺ࡞ࠉᬦ࠾࠷

ࡒࢆࡰථࡖ࡙࠷ࡾࡡࡢẴᣚࡔ࠷

࠷ࡵࡡࡻࠊࠕ
@よㄕB
ㄏᏊࠔጙࡴ࡙ࡡࠕЍࠔิࡴ࡙ࡡࠕࠊ

ࡡ⌟⾪۔ᙁࡈ
Now, the fact that his landlady appeared to be slightly off her rocker didn’t worry Billy
in the least.
ࠔࡈ࡙ࠉࡆࡡዥெ࠷ࡈࡈ࠾ᖏぞࢅ࠷ࡖࡊࡒᡜ࠵ࡾࡆ࡛ࡵࠉื࡞ࣄࣛࡡᚨࢅࡷࡱ
ࡌࡡࡆ࡛ࡢ࠾ࡖࡒࠊࠕ
@よㄕB
off one’s rocker ࡢࠉࠔࡣ࠾ࠕࠔẴࡡ≤ࡖࡒࠕࡓ࠾ࡼࠉࠔᖏ㌮ࢅ࠷ࡖࡊࡒࠕ࡚ࡵࡓࡴ࡚ࡢ
࠷ࠉゼ࡛ࡊ࡙ࡢࡔࡺࡖ࡛⾪⌟ࡀࡗ࠷(ࡐࡆࡱ࡚≤ࡖ࡙࠷ࡐ࠹࡞࠷)ࠊࡱࡒࡐࡡሔྙ
ࠔ࠷ࡖࡊࡒࠕࢅࠔ㐋ࡊࡒࠕ࡛₆Ꮚ࡞ࡊ࠷࡛ࠉࡱࡽරྙᝇ࠷ࠊ
ࠔࡌࡆࡊን࡛ࡆࢀ࠵ࡾ࡞ࡊ࡙ࡵࠕ
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۔ᒈ㛜㟻Ⓣࡂࡂࡾ
‘Such charming boys’ a voice behind him answered, and he turned and saw his
landlady sailing into the room with a large silver tea-tray in her hands.
ࠔࡲࢆࠉࡌࡣࡼࡊ࠷ࡥ࡛ࡒࡔ࡚ࡊࡒࢂࠕ
@よㄕB
㐛ཡᙟ࡚࠷ࡖ࡙࠷ࡾࠉࡆࡆ࡚ࡢࡱࡓࡆࡡ㟯ᖳࡒࡔࡢୖᐙ࡞࠷ࡾࡆ࡛࡞ࡖ࡙࠷ࡾ(ṽࡈࡿ
ࡒࡡࡢఄࡎࡼࡿ࡙࠷ࡾ)ࠊమゕḾ࡞ࡊ࡙࠽ࡂࠊ
ࠔࢪࢷ࢞ࡥ࡛ࡒࡔࡻࠕ

۔୩า⮤↓
The back was hard and cold, and when he pushed the hair to one side with his fingers,
he could see the skin underneath, grayish-black and dry and perfectly preserved.
ࠔ⅂Ⰵࢅᖈࡦࡒ㯦࡚ࠉஜ⇩ࡊࠉᏰධ࡞ಕᏋࡈࡿ࡙࠷ࡾࠊࠕ
@よㄕB
grayish-black ࢅࠔ⅂Ⰵࢅᖈࡦࡒ㯦ࠕ࡛ࡌࡾࡡࡢࠉࡻࡂ࠷ࠊ㯦ࡵ⅂Ⰵࡵ↋ᙤⰅ࡚ྜྷ㢦ࡓ࠾
ࡼࡓࠊࡆࡡ preserved ࡢࠔಕᏋຊᕝࡈࡿ࡙ࠕࡡណࠊࡗࡡ୩า࠹ࡱࡂࡈࡿ࡙࠷࠷ࠊ
ࠔ⃨࠷⅂Ⰵ࡚ࠉࡌࡖ࠾ࡽஜ࠷࡙ࠉಕᏋຊᕝ᪃ࡈࡿ࡙࠷ࡾࠕ
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